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Pastor Nathaniel Bronner, Jr.: Welcome to Brothers of the Word, because 
brother, you need the Word. (Applause) And today is part two of a series entitled 
“The Ten Most Important Decisions that You will Make in Life.”  And today is 
actually a day that we normally have our teen church and I paged Pastor James 
and I said I did not realize that today was teen church but I knew that that today’s 
message is particularly applicable to those who are young because of one of those 
decisions, so Pastor James said that he would just bring the teens back in today to 
hear this.  So, I just thank them for that. 
 
But today’s message, the Ten Most Important Decisions that You will Make in your 
Life.  It stems from first of all practical wisdom.  For those of you and this is your 
first message you are hearing us, I strongly urged you to go and hear the first 
message which is message number 5383.  You can go to airJesus.com, just click 
series and when you click series, you’ll see these series titles of the Ten Most 
Important Decisions.  You need to begin with message number 1 because it starts 
talking about how these are practical not so much spiritual but when you 
understand all of the commands of God, when you understand them they are 
practical.  They make sense and God doesn’t tell us anything for how to live in 
heaven.  He tells us to how to live down here. 
 
So, all of these stuff is for us on how to live down here.  Because how you live down 
here determines how you are going to whether you are going to even get to heaven 
and if you go to hell, it only matter.  So, you need to learn how to live down here.  
So, this is practical wisdom.  C. Elijah has even began a series and he started out 
his about how he is speaking now out of just practical stuff and his series is entitled 
“Preparing Today for Tomorrow.” 
 
You can go to airJesus.com and hear that also and C. Elijah made a statement on 
his last message.  He talked about how some people were just jacked up.  And you 
know jacked up is a street term but it just means when you are in a bad situation, 
you just jacked up.  And every case that I know where people are really jacked up 
they haven’t followed practical wisdom.  Because I know a lot of real spiritual 
people and they just haven’t followed practical wisdom.  Most of the people who 
have had the prophetic ability jacked up, money messed up, and relationship 
messed up.  You got all this pathetic ability and just jacked up. 
 
So, if you don’t have wisdom to even go along with some of the spiritual gifts, it can 
really get your world in a mess.  So God, He has not just a mode of preaching and 
teaching you with some practical wisdom and just these 10 most important 
decisions of life.  Now the first message dealt the first two decisions.  Number 1, you 
can decide who your friends are.  And Number 2, you can decide who you become 
romantically involved with.  Those two things are explored in detail in that first 
message 5383. 
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Decision number 3.  You can decide how far you will take your education.  You can 
decide how far you will take your education.  On the back of today’s program, it is a 
submission that came in at 07:58 AM this morning and when I saw it, a lady sent it 
in on Mountain Wings and when I read it, I knew that it was a divine timing.  And I 
just want to read this to you.  It says, “My name is Vicky Chandler.  I am a disabled 
woman.  I was born with a severe breathing problem which left me with a speech, 
walking, and coordination problem.  I’ve had a hard life.” 
 
How many of you have had a hard life?  This lady says she just had a hard life.  She 
says she was born with issues.  And to be honest about it, we are born with issues 
because we are born in some situations with some major issues.  She said I had 
seizures and was healed of them at the age of 12.  A cousin of mine gave out a 
message in tongues and the interrupt-tation was I was healed of my seizures and I 
would never have another one.  That has been 23 years ago. 
 
I left the lady’s actual verb there she said the interrupt-tation of the speaking in 
tongues was that I was healed.  Now, she meant to say interpretation.  But she says 
interrupt-tation.  Sometimes, some stuff will interrupt your plans.  And you have 
planned one thing but there comes an interrupt-tation.  You can’t explain for what 
is going on in your world.  You know it is just an interrupt-tation now.  It’s not even 
a word in the dictionary.  You can’t find it.  Nobody can explain this stuff.  It’s just 
an interrupt-tation.  You just got to make up the word.  It’s not even in the 
dictionary. 
 
Sometimes, stuff is wrong with your body, the doctor can’t figure out what you got 
and that he has to give it a name.  She said interrupt-tation came in my life.  
Sometimes we have this.  I was told that I could not learn in school.  I graduated 
with a certificate of attend.  That means she did not have a diploma she was just 
there.  She was just there.  She said, I have gone to high school but I didn’t 
graduate.  She said I was just there.  Some could even have a certificate of attend 
even a church.  You are just there.  Haven’t gotten a thing but you’re there.  Haven’t 
graduated, haven’t escalated, haven’t elevated but you were there.  She said I got a 
certificate of attend. 
 
They have a program in Hamilton at that time for disabled.  She said I always say 
disabled because I hate the word handicapped people.  I could take the high school 
graduation exam until I was 21 years old.  My last try I passed and got my diploma.  
I started into college and majored in criminal justice.  I have my Associates Degree 
Vicky Chandler, Oakman, Alabama.   (Applause)  It was an interesting testimony 
and its timing was divine.  You have a decision on how far you will take your 
education.  And it was in particular why I wanted the young people to hear this.  It 
applies to even those who are older but it is a particular relevance to those who are 
young.  You have a decision on how far you can take your education. 
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Now let me break this stuff down where young people can understand it.  Because 
when I was in school and I was learning some things I had a very inquisitive mind.  
I have an extremely IQ and there were some stuff I didn’t understand why I needed 
to know this stuff and the teachers could never explain why.  I would ask, “Why do I 
need to know this?”  And then they say, “Well, they use some of these equations to 
go to the moon.”  My thinking was I’m not going to the moon.  I don’t need this stuff.  
So, there are times especially with youth where you need to explain why you even 
need this. 
 
Let me break it down in very simplistic term because there is one universal 
language that everyone understands whether they are spiritual or not.  Everyone 
understands the universal language of money.  That they understand.  They may 
not understand some deep stuff.  They may not understand social stuff but 
everyone, I don’t care what kind of degree you have, I don’t care what language you 
speak, and I don’t care what religion you are, and everyone understands the 
universal language of money.  The two big problems in marriage are money and sex.  
And everybody understands money and most will understand sex.  (Laughter) 
 
I start to say everyone understands but no they don’t.  Most of them understand.  So 
let me break this down in a simplistic term where you can understand that decision 
of education that you will make.  If you took an arbitrary salary of $8.00 an hour, a 
person who has a high school degree versus a person who does not get their high 
school degree; the person who does not get their high school degree will earn 65 
cents per hour for every $1.00 an hour a person who gets to high school degree will 
earn.  Break that down to just very simplistic terms.  Sometimes, youth, they don’t 
understand some things and right now especially among certain groups and certain 
areas.  The rate of high school drop-out is to the roof. 
 
There is one county that borders out right now and the rate of high school 
completion is less than 50%.  When you go to men it drops to 20%, 1out of 5 men 
graduating out of high school.  When they don’t have a high school degree, it shuts 
you out of most of the jobs you can get.  It changes some stuff and you will make 65 
cents per hour compared to a dollar per hour for someone who just get some degree.  
And the thing about it, the degree is free.  Salvation is not the only thing that is 
free.  The degree is free.  But just as people don’t have a sense enough for salvation.  
They don’t have the sense enough to stay in and persevere for the free degree.  And 
then the results they get to 65 cents an hour to the rest of your life.  See this stuff is 
not just that you are 20 years old.  This is for the rest of your life. 
 
Just like salvation, it’s just not to you 80 years old; it’s for the rest of your life.  And 
even eternally is along time, the rest of your life on this earth is a long time too.  It 
may seem up but you go 67 is a long time.  It’s a hard life.  If you made $8.00 an 
hour with no high school degree you would make $12.30 with a high school degree.  
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That is a big difference.  That’s a big difference.  If you make $8.00 an hour with no 
high school degree, you will make $12.30 an hour with a high school degree.  See, 
that’s something that everyone can understand that.  All of the people, who are 
under 20 years old, turn to the person next to you and ask him, do you want $8.00 
or $12.30?  Do you want $8.00 or $12.30?  Just ask him that question.  Do you want 
$8.00 or $12.30? 
 
That’s the difference in a high school degree.  I’m not talking about all of the 
algebra or trigonometry or calculus.  It’s $8.00 or $12.30.  Ask him, do you want 
$8.00 or do you want $12.30?  And that is just the earning power difference that it 
makes to the average person between no high school degree and a high school 
degree.  A person who has a college degree will earn on the average double what a 
person will earn who has a high school degree.  Now, that means instead of $12.30 
per hour they make $24.60.  Turn to the person next to you again and ask him the 
question.  Do you want $8.00 or $24.60? 
 
It is a big difference between your lifestyle.  It’s going to fit the car that you drive.  
See, as a matter of fact, not only is it going to affect the car that you drive more 
than likely is going to fit whether you mean get a car.  (Laugher)  It’s going to affect 
whether you own a bus or whether you have a parking space.  It’s going to make a 
difference because there’s big difference between $8.00 and $24.60.  You can make 
$8.00 an hour.  There’s nothing wrong.  I’m just telling about these decisions that 
you are going to make.  I’m just telling you the consequences and the results that 
happen from the decisions that you make.  You got $8.00 an hour or $24.60 an hour 
and sometimes people can just understand that bottom-line. 
 
You know how people said just give me the bottom-line.  That’s the bottom-line 
without a whole lot of job in the middle, that’s the bottom-line, a cold, hard fact but 
is real and it’s true, $8.00 or $24.60?  That choice is yours and it’s based on your 
decision.  That’s why education is such an important decision.  One man with a 
college degree literally earns as much as three men who didn’t graduate.  You heard 
of the triple threat?  One man with a college degree literally earns as much as three 
men with no high school degree.  And this is real and since the issue is we are 
having an increasing problem with men post in our community and because they 
get caught up with bad decision.  They make a bad decision and the education all 
the way through college is free. 
 
You say, pastor it’s not free.  Yes, it is.,  You see, in Georgia, you have the  HOPE 
Scholarship as long as you maintain a B average all  your expenses are paid 
through college.  So, you don’t have to be excellent.  All you got to be is just 
reasonably decent.  You don’t even have to be excellent.  All you have to do is be 
reasonably decent and it makes a difference between $8.00 and $24.60 and you can 
get it free.  All you have to be is to be reasonably decent.  But these are decisions 
that you have to make.  You can decide how far you’re going to take your education 
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and you can run with $8.00 crowd or you can run with $24.60 crowd.  That’s a 
choice.  And no one is going to push you in that choice. 
 
This is a stage of life, once you reach a certain age, if you want to drop out, that’s 
your business.  Turn to the person next to you and tell him, that’s your business.  So 
you have business right now.  Some of you are telling I want to go in business one 
day.  You have business right now.  That’s your business.  (Applause)  So, if you 
want to drop out of school that’s your business but don’t go to fussing about the 
decisions, well, they just will not give me a chance.  You did not take advantage of 
your opportunity out of free.  That’s why I want to read this. 
 
This lady here was disabled.  She has speech problems.  She has walking problems.  
She had all kind of issue but this lady kept on going.  She kept on fighting and she 
says look, I got all of these reasons in the world where I can quit.  I have all the 
kind of interruptions in my life.  I had all kinds of issues.  I got physical issues.  I 
got social issues.  I got mental issues.  I got all these issues but that does not stop 
me, I got my degree.  (Applause)  So, you can make these choices in your life.  It is a 
decision that you will make and it will affect the rest of your life and stop blaming 
folks for decisions that you got to make because this is your business. 
 
I don’t care who the president is, there is $8.00 and a $24.60 is going to be here 
whether the Republicans are in office.   It’s going to be here whether independents 
in the office.  It’s going to be here whether the democrats.  But still, I don’t care who 
the president is.  I don’t care who the governor is.  I don’t care who your senator, 
your congressman is, and if you have an education you will not have an issue.  
(Applause)  So, that’s a decision that you need to make.  And it is not just for 
teenagers.  We have a person in this congregation right now who came to me a little 
while ago.  She said Pastor Bronner that was the sermon you preached several 
years ago and I want to tell you I am about to graduate from college next month.  
And this lady was up in age.  (Applause) 
 
She said about what you told me.  And this is what I told.  This is what you said, 
you said there was a man who was talking about he was going to school and he was 
thinking about going to school but he said if I go to school, I will be 50 years old by 
the time I graduate.  And you said, his friend, that’s why I said number 1 thing you 
have a decision about your friend.  And you said, his friend said well how old are 
you going to be in four years if you don’t go to school.  (Laughter)  And she said, that 
thing shoot me.  And she said that week I went out and I enrolled in college.  I 
realized I was going to be four years older whether I have that degree or not.  And 
she said if I was going to be four years older, I might as well have my degree.  
 
So, you got a choice.  (Applause)  And you have a decision.  And every one of these 
choices affects every one of the other choices.  You see, out of the six of the Bronner 
brothers, five out of six of us met our wives through school.  I didn’t meet putting 
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out to some night club.  She was my college roommate’s niece.  I met my wife 
through my school association.  Right now you are looking at a presidential 
candidate and his wife.  You know where he met his wife at?  He went at Harvard 
School.  The school, ladies, is your best choice to meet.  I know there is a difficulty 
right now finding the good man.  But the good man is in school.  So, it is a good man 
in school.  Don’t be out, get in school.  (Applause)   Get right there. 
 
Because I will tell you like I told the folks in college.  They were talking about the 
shortage of women in college.  I said, look man I don’t need a woman.  And if I need 
one, I will get that.  So, you better get the moving.  That’s when I thought so I have 
a mentality. Yes, there’s a shortage of good men out there.  Yes, there’s no question 
about that.  Single woman, turn to the person, tell you don’t need one but if you 
don’t meet you got to get where they are.  So, even education, even affects your 
romantic world because it will place you in an environment where all the good folks 
are.  It will place you in the environment where the $24.60 men are. 
 
See, the problem is too many of you don’t have $24.60 men you got 24/7 men.  They 
are out 24/7.  You can’t find them 24/7.  You can’t trust them 24/7.  They cheat on 
you 24/7.  You get 24/7 men instead of a $24.60 men.  (Laughter)  You have a choice.  
You have a choice on how far you take your education. The other big thing 
education does is this?  If you ever go to prison and you ever ministry the prisoners, 
you will never find a prisoner in jail with a college degree.  It just doesn’t happen.  
Now, I’m not saying there aren’t some there but you got to search far wide trying to 
find one.  College keeps you out of jail because education improves your options. 
 
It gives you stuff that you can do where doors are shut if you don’t have it and the 
options especially to the young people is better for you too but especially to the 
young and this is the time where those decisions in life, right now, it will affect your 
whole course in life.  You can’t be an astronaut if you are not educated.  And so too 
many have dreams of doing things but yet we don’t want to put forth the 
preparation to the stuff.  I mean if you want to design cars, you got to have an 
engineering design degree.  Whatever you want to do is going to take some 
education. 
 
My great grandfather used to tell my mother.  He was a strong man of education 
and he was a preacher.  And people would tell him, they will say, Reverend Rutland 
you don’t need education to preach.  God will put the words in your mouth.  And he 
said, God will put the words in your mouth but it takes some education to spit them 
out.  (Applause)  So, people, education, it is a major decision that you will make in 
life and so many of you stand at the blink of that.  That’s why scripture studied to 
show of ourselves approved the workman who needed not to be ashamed.  Study, 
even God requires study.  God requires even study of His Word. 
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So, education, the learning and the study is important in anything that you want to 
do in life.  Don’t drop out of school.  Get all the education that you can get.  It is 
going to make a huge, a huge difference in your world.  Believe me, it will.  The 
statistics bear out any way you slice it whether you are male, female, black, white, 
Asian, or Latino.  It doesn’t make a difference.  Education will make a major 
change; your education will make a greater difference in life than your religious 
affiliation.  Now, maybe not after this life but in this life; after this life, definitely a 
debate but in this life, your education is going to make a greater difference in your 
lifestyle than your religious affiliation. 
 
When you go to get a job they are not going to ask you, are you Baptist?  Are you 
Catholic?  They are not going to ask you, your religion.  They will not even ask you 
if you believe in God.  They are not going to ask you that.  What they will ask you is 
what decisions you made concerning your education.  That’s the question that they 
are going to ask you.  So, all of this stuff with church when it comes to making your 
living and what you’re going to do, the majority of the time of your life. 
 
They are not going to ask you anything spiritual.  They are going to ask you about 
your educational decision.  And you better be able to give them the right answer.  
You got these choices to make especially those of you who are under 20.  If you 
dropped out, go back.  Whatever you do, don’t let the crowd and friends have you on 
the $8.00 path.  You need to be on the $24.60 path. 
 
For those of you who are listening today, you can hear the first and future parts of 
this message, simply go to airJesus.com, click series and listen to the 10 Most 
Important Decisions that you will make in life.  I hope that you make the right 
decisions for all 10 but you need to even know what the decisions are and what 
decisions to make.  We thank you for joining us today at Brothers of the Word, 
because brother, you need the Word.  (Applause) 
 
Amen.  Amen.  Amen.  I am going to ask for our comments and closing.  Something 
a little unusual but I am going to ask my aunt Maxine to come up and I know she’s 
kind of surprise but she can handle it.  My aunt Maxine has been a teacher all of 
her life.  She has a Master’s Degree in Biology.  She has seen, experienced, and 
lived all this stuff first hand.  So, I just want you to hear some closing comments 
from a teacher who has taught you all of her life.  (Applause)  This is my mother’s 
sister. 
 
Aunt Maxine:  I am sure everybody here will agree to teach young men because it 
is very important now that our children are taught.  And in my day, I consider 
myself a good teacher.  I would stand until my children.  I was the best teacher of 
West of Mississippi and I got up and I make sure I did my work.  Even the teachers 
now that are going to the classroom, they got to be ready to teach our children.  So, I 
want to say to all of those that are young that it is important that we get our 
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education in order to make it.  Other than that, we are lost.   And we have to have 
it.  God is with us so let us do what we have to do.  Thank you.  (Applause) 
 
Pastor James:  Amen.  I thank Aunt Maxine of inspiring comments.  Amen.  And 
we thank Pastor for that message today and even asking teens to come.  Alleluia.  
Now, I tell you the other thing, even how education, even a hooked in with religion, 
a lot of our young people when they drop out of school, they have to go steal in order 
to eat.  And it is hard to teach a Sunday school and not to steal and go through the 
10 Commandments and not to kill and yet they can’t get a job because they don’t 
have the education so it will call them to break the commandments God has given 
them because their options are limited.  
 
So, it might not have sounded a spiritual to some of you but when you really look at 
the reality of what goes on in society, it will keep them more in line with the law of 
God when they have the opportunity of feeding themselves and their families 
without stealing, without killing, and without harming others.  So, we thank him 
for this message even as I was reading through the book called the Jewish 
Phenomena and the Jews they happen to be the most affluent group in the entire 
country and I knew that God blessed Abraham and his descendants.  So, I bought 
that book just to see some keys of how they have the things that they did today and 
to see if it was all just spiritual blessings or what. 
 
And one of the first things that they talked about in there was that they stressed 
education to the youth.  And they talked about how in New York and some places 
how they were graduating, so many doctors and lawyers out there.  They almost 
have to put a capped on them because they were just flooding the market.  But they 
understood that if they persevere though that school and got that law degree and 
medical degree that it would not only change their (inaudible).  So, you heard about 
the 8 to the 24 but the biggest determinant of a child becoming a lawyer is if one of 
the parents is a lawyer. 
 
So, not only took their income of three times but the next generation.  They were 
able to bring them into the law firm and bring them in the medical proactive so it 
changes form generation on down.  So, I give you another example.  You met my 
aunt Maxine, I had a master’s degree but Maxine how many of your children have a 
master’s degree?  Two out of three have a master’s degree.  Where do you think they 
got that example from?  Amen. 
 
So, my mother had – (Laughter) I was just kidding.  My mother I think she was one 
valedictorian of her high school class or salutatorian. She was the speaker at our 
high school graduation.  And at least they thought that she was a valedictorian.  
She was number 3.  And she had a college degree.  And mother out of your six 
children, how many have that college degree?  All six of them.  Amen.  (Applause)  
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And one is a doctor.  Amen.  College is power.  I tell you, it just makes a difference 
in your generation and because of the influence of my family. 
 
When I was a student at Georgia Tech, I had one class in my senior year that was 
just giving me a lot of trouble and it was called Digital Signal Processing.  And you 
have to take five calculus classes before you get there and three physics and all of 
the teachers were PhDs from MIT and it was really a tough class and I have to take 
the class a few times.  My mother told me, “Boy, you got to get out of this school.”  
And I say, “Mother, what do you think I am trying to go?  Do you think I am trying 
to stay?”  But the difference I saw in having that family structure, all of my 
examples were in the colleges. 
 
When other students that I worked with when they have trouble in school, the first 
thing they think about is dropping out.  But even I have to take that class several 
times and switch up teachers and went to go talk with my counselor and I even 
scheduled my marriage and I had a honeymoon at the middle of my last class and I 
went to talked with the teacher and said I am going to be out on this project because 
I got to be on my honeymoon.  He said, “Why did schedule a marriage and you 
know?”  I said, I thought I will be out of this school two quarters ago.  (Laughter)  
And I said, I have a thousand invitations.  I have to go all through with it.  I asked 
my teammates on my project to cover for me awhile while I was in Hawaii. 
 
But all through the process of struggling through this class, I came to realized later 
on that even I have to take it over and over and over, never once did it cross my 
mind or even an option of dropping out.  It never once even just brushed by my 
mind.  I knew that somewhere I have to make it.  So, I went and talked to every 
teacher I could (inaudible).  I went to talk to the counselors and maybe I can get 
something.  I tried everything I could and I won’t give up.  They said go talk to this 
person and after I got married I still have to finish this class and was working.  
They said for the first time, we will offer this class video-based and they offered only 
to out-of-town students but I went and pleaded my case.  And they saw that I was 
determined and they let me work and see about my wife and take this class video-
based.  
 
And after I was married but because of the example that I had, it was the 
determination.  It was never once flickered through my mind to drop out.  But if 
mama would have dropped out, I was thinking, I can just drop out.  So, parents 
even for your children and for your grandchildren it is a decision this message you 
heard today will affect generation to come.  So, be sure to take it with you and don’t 
take it lightly.  Amen.  We thank you for this message.  Since, my aunt was made 
uncomfortable giving comments.  Let me ask my mother to come close it out with 
prayer.  (Laughter)  My mother did an awesome job and make it sure that we got 
our education and she was an educator too.  She taught school and was a teacher.  
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Where did daddy go to find his wife?  Education has more advantages than just 
education.  Until practically, where did you get your husband from? 
 
Mrs. Robbie Bronner:  Through the wisdom of my mother who has foster parents.  
But like the lady on the program she was determined for her children to experience 
what she didn’t have the privilege of experiencing it.  Once I finished college, she 
told me, in order for you find a husband; you must go to Atlanta University and 
study.  So, she said not so much of the degree but that is where you will find your 
husband.  And that was a woman of wisdom. 
 
And the very first day in Atlanta, I met my husband and he asked me what was I 
pursuing?  I said a PhD.  I don’t even have a master but I said a PhD.  (Laughter)  
So he said all I need for you to do is to get a MRS and left it even the Master degree 
alone.  He said, I got enough degrees for me and you.   (Applause)  And that was 
what I did but out of a wisdom of a mother, women, men out of the wisdom.  God 
told him to speak on love and wisdom out of the wisdom.  He knew exactly what to 
do.  And as a man, he taught each one of his children you also need to tread to go 
along with that education. 
 
Learn how to do something with your hands.  And that too became very important.  
So, out of it all, it is a series of things even god will teach us but God is putting to 
every family.  Every human being bet that you need.  And bet what everything is.  
That definite, that purpose that’s in you.  It will be developed and it will come out 
and it will go into those children.  So, as I sat and listen and just look at the 
blessings of God, look at the blessings getting these children through is not easy.  It 
was a job but every morning when they will leave out of the house, I will hit them 
on the head and said get that lesson, get that lesson.  They left the house with get 
that lesson, get that lesson. And they did. 
 
I must admit, I didn’t have any problems with them getting the lessons so that 
made it easy.  But this one, like he said, he was getting a little bit off track.  I 
wanted him to get that degree before he married.  But Stephanie was so precious to 
him until he went to get that degree.   He got that wife and then got that degree.  
But then it all worked out.  It was beautiful and that’s a part of life. So, I just know 
that all of the mothers and the fathers, who have all these children upon their 
hearts, know how to bear with them and to just work with them.  That is beautiful.  
And I looked at all of you here and I hope you will experience the same thing.  There 
is nothing new.  There is nothing new.  You just got to push with whatever it is, 
whatever it is. 
 


